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About Us

Established in 1971, Oman International Services (OIS) was set up to handle the small airport
operation in Muscat, the cosmopolitan capital city of the Sultanate of Oman. Over the following
forty years, Oman witnessed vast expansion and development across all aspects of its economy
as well as the welfare of its citizens. Mirroring that phenomenal growth, Oman Air re-invented
itself to become what it is today: a highly recognised and respected international carrier,
simultaneously making Oman a major air traﬃc hub in the Middle East.

Oman Air (the airline) was formed in 1993. As the national carrier of the Sultanate and one of its
major ambassadors, the new image it created following its expansion plans reﬂects very high
standards of professionalism, earning worldwide appreciation and winning accolades within the
travel industry. The strategic positioning of Oman Air as a boutique airline, oﬀering a unique
product and services, combines luxury, innovation, outstanding hospitality and value.

The company, with its team of dedicated and skilled workforce, as well as an enhanced and
expanding infrastructure, has now earned an enviable reputation within the region.
As an airline and the sole handling operator at both the Muscat and Salalah International
Airports, Oman Air is now able to provide support covering all aspects of its operations including
Cargo, Ground Handling, Engineering, Passenger Services, Airport Lounges and Catering.
Furthermore, the airline can provide a comprehensive solution to any Airline operator's
requirements during a transit or turn-around in Oman.

Having developed a distinct identity and a superior service standard to ensure customer
satisfaction, we at Oman Air believe it is perhaps now time to discuss your business needs with
our people and give you the opportunity to experience the delights of our true hospitality and
warmth that are quintessentially Omani.
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A vast development of the Airport in Muscat....
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